Sledgehammer Lockdowns in
Birmingham – when the increases are
hyperlocal?
By John Clancy, Visiting Professor, Centre for Brexit Studies
Looking at the latest 7 day positive Covid-19 case figures for
Birmingham from Public Health England (PHE), we find that over 50%
of all the reported cases across a city of 1.1 million are, at worst, in
just 22 of the city’s 132 neighbourhoods of about 9,000 people each.
A third of the cases are in just 11 of the 132 neighbourhoods.
75% of cases are in 43 of those 132 neighbourhoods.
Almost half a million Brummies live in neighbourhoods of about 9,000
people each where there were 3 cases or fewer (and many of these
had no cases) reported by PHE in the last 7 days.
750,000 people live in such 9,000 population Birmingham
neighbourhoods where 6 or fewer people tested positive.
The problem with looking at Birmingham as a whole and reporting its
cases per 100,000 is that you are not concentrating on where the
increases are taking place. It’s just happening ‘in Birmingham’. That
helps nobody.
I have been wary in any event of the quality of the testing figures over
the summer, but we do need to know what actually is the testing
regime now in place in Birmingham? And how that might be affecting
these figures?
One of the reasons for the increase in cases will have come from the
welcome extra resources for testing given to Birmingham three weeks
ago when it was designated an area of concern. Testing has,
therefore ramped up. Inevitably more cases will be found by dint of
the suddenly increased testing.

We have to be clear, and we should be told, whether that testing has
been equalised across the city, so we can establish how widely
significant increases are spread across the city. The PHE figures as of
yesterday suggest it has not. But that could be that testing has been
focused on a third of the city.
Are the government and the city simply extrapolating (or guessing)
what the wider spread is from those focused results? And that puts an
unfair focus on those 22 neighbourhoods where there is the reported
data.
We were told by the council a week ago that they are not making
known all of the data they have in their possession. The public and
academics do not, they say, have access to the data they have. Why?
Is there a secret plan to fight Covid-19 in the city? Why is it secret?
How many tests per neighbourhood were there to come up with the
number of cases there?
If there has been a hyperlocal approach to testing, then we need to
know that too. I would also welcome it.
In the meantime Brummies should continue to observe the advice to
wash hands regularly, use face coverings and make at least the
space the law requires. The new national guidelines applied to
Birmingham will presumably calm some local nerves, too.
But until the actual open evidence suggests otherwise, the hyperlocal
approach remains the best, and non-secret, way to fight Covid19 in
Birmingham.
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